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FRB observational properties

• Short duration: milli-seconds (compact objects) 
!  

• Repetition:  
• At least some FRB sources repeat 

(Arecibo; CHIME; FAST …); 
• Maybe the majority of, if not all, FRBs 

repeat (Ravi 2019, rate argument); 
• Some have very high repetition rate (Di Li’s 

talk) 
• No-detection of repeated bursts following 

some bright events (Petroff et al. 2015)

Petroff, Hessels & Lorimer, 2019, A&AR 
Cordes & Chatterjee, 2019, ARAA 
Katz, 2016, 2018; Popov et al. 2018 
Zhang 2020 (Nature, 587, 45) 
Xiao, Wang & Dai, 2021, SCMPA 

Spitler et al. 2016

Lorimer et al. 2007

Lorimer talk 



FRB observational properties
• Periodicity:  

• No periodicity above 10ms for FRB 121102 (Y. Zhang et al. 2018) 
• ~16-day period of FRB 180916.J0158+65 (CHIME/FRB 

Collaboration 2020) 
• ~157-day period of FRB 121102 (Rajwade et al., 2020)? 
• Frequency-dependence of active phase (Pastor-Marazuela et al., 

2020; Pleunis et al. 2020)

Pastor-Marazuela et al. 2020



FRB observational properties
• Typical frequency (300 MHz to 8 GHz) 
• Spectral index: -10 top +14 (FRB 

121102) 
• Internal structure & scattering tail  
• Frequency down drifting (sad trombone)

Champion et al. 2016 

The Champion et al. bursts…

n Champion et al. (2016)

n FRB 090625 DM=897

n FRB 121002 DM=1629

n FRB 130626 DM=952

n FRB 130628 DM=469

n FRB 130729 DM=860

   FRB 121102              FRB 180814.J0422+73 
Hessels et al. 2019     CHIME/FRB collaboration 2019



FRB observational properties
• Mixed polarization properties: 
• ~100% linear polarization for some, low 

polarization degree for some others 
• Constant polarization angle in each burst in 

some sources (FRB 121102); varying 
polarization angle in each burst in some 
other sources (FRB 180301) 

• Large rotation measure (RM) for FRB 
121102, regular or low RM for some others. 
Secular & short-term variations

Propagation Along a Magnetic Fiehi; Famday Rotation 231 

( a )  

Figwe 8.14 Decomposition of linear polarization into conpments of right and 
kfi circular plarization 

(b )  

Figure 8.16 Faraday rotation of the prcUre of polarizatioa 

Thus we have the result 

or, substituting for and oB, we obtain the formula for Faraday rotation: 

(8.31) 

As derived here, this formula holds only if the direction of B is always 
along the line of sight. However, it can be shown that this formula holds in 
general if we use B,,,  the component of B along the line of sight. 

Since A 0  varies with frequency (as up*) for the same line of sight, we 
can determine the value of the integral JnB, ,  ds by malung measurements at 
several frequencies. This can be used to deduce information about the 
interstellar magnetic field. However, if this field changes direction often 
along the line of sight (as we believe it does), then this method gives only a 
lower limit to actual field magnitudes. 
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rotation measure (below about 50 rad m−2) and polarization angle 
(lower than approximately 10°) between bursts. The GBT  
data are not well modelled by the use of a single ∞PAglobal  value, but  
this could be an instrumental difference or reflection of the higher 
observing frequency. The near constancy of the polarization angle  
suggests that the burst emitter has a stable geometric orientation with 
respect to the observer. A linear polarization fraction higher than  
about 98% at a single rotation measure constrains turbulent scatter19  
as σRM <  25 rad m−2 and the linear gradient across the source as  
∆ RM <  20 rad m−2, and there is no evidence of deviations from the 
squared-wavelength (λ2) scaling of the Faraday rotation effect. Analysis 
with the RM Synthesis technique and the deconvolution procedure 
RMCLEAN also implies a ‘Faraday-thin’ medium (see Methods).

In the rest frame, the host galaxy contributes a dispersion measure 
DMhost ≈  70–270 pc cm−3 to the total dispersion measure of the bursts8. 
Given RMsrc, this corresponds to an estimated line-of-sight magnetic 
field B! =  0.6 fDM–2.4fDM mG. This is a lower-limit range because the 
dispersion measure contribution that is related to the observed rota-
tion measure (DMRM) could be much smaller than the total dispersion 
measure contribution of the host (DMhost, dominated by the star- 
forming region), which we quantify by the scaling factor fDM =  DMhost/
DMRM ≥  1. For comparison, typical magnetic field strengths within the 
interstellar medium of our Galaxy20 are only about 5 µ G.

We can constrain the electron density, electron temperature (Te) 
and length scale (LRM) of the region causing the Faraday rotation by 
 balancing the magnetic field and thermal energy densities (Extended 
Data Fig. 6 ). For example, assuming equipartition and Te =  106  K, 
we find a density of ne ≈  102 cm−3 on a length scale of LRM ≈  1 pc, 
 comparable to the upper limit of the size of the persistent source10.

A star-forming region, such as that hosting FRB 121102, will contain 
H ii regions of ionized hydrogen. Although very compact H ii regions 
have sufficiently high magnetic fields and electron densities to explain 
the large rotation measure, the constraints from DMhost and the absence 
of free–free absorption of the bursts exclude a wide range of H ii region 
sizes and densities21 for typical temperatures of 104 K.

The environment around a massive black hole is consistent with 
the ne, LRM and Te constraints22, and the properties of the persistent 
source are compatible with those of a low-luminosity, accreting massive 
black hole10. The high rotation measure towards the Galactic Centre 
 magnetar23 PSR J1745− 2900 (Fig. 3), RM =  − 7 ×  104 rad m−2,  provides 
an intriguing observational analogy for a scenario in which the bursts 
are produced by a neutron star in the immediate environment of a 
massive black hole. However, the bursts of FRB 121102 are many orders 
of magnitude more energetic than those of PSR J1745− 2900 or any 
Galactic pulsar.

An alternative description of FRB 121102 has been proposed by a 
millisecond magnetar model8,10,13. According to that model, one would 
expect a surrounding supernova remnant and nebula powered by the 
central neutron star. The ne, LRM and Te constraints are broadly com-
patible with the conditions in pulsar-wind nebulae, but dense filaments 
like those seen in the Crab Nebula24 may need to be invoked to explain 
the high and variable rotation measure of FRB 121102. In a young 
neutron star scenario, an expanding supernova remnant could also in 
principle produce a high rotation measure by sweeping up surrounding 
ambient medium and progenitor ejecta25. A more detailed discussion 
of these scenarios is provided in Methods, and more exotic models also 
remain possible26 .

Regardless of its nature, FRB 121102 clearly inhabits an extreme 
 magneto-ionic environment. In contrast, Galactic pulsars with 
 comparable dispersion measures have rotation measures that are 
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Figure 2 | Faraday rotation in the bursts. a, b, Variations of the Stokes 
parameters Q (a) and U (b) with frequency, normalized by the total linear 
polarization = +L Q U( )2 2 , for the six brightest Arecibo bursts detected 
on modified Julian date 57,747. Different bursts are plotted using different 
colours. Only data points with signal-to-noise ratio higher than 5 are 

plotted and do not include uncertainties. The black lines represent the 
best-fitting Faraday rotation model for the global values reported in  
Table 1. c, Difference between calculated and measured polarization  
angles (∆ PA) with 1σ uncertainties around the central values, which are 
indicated with black dots.
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Figure 3 | Magnitude of rotation measure versus dispersion measure 
for fast radio bursts and Galactic pulsars. Radio-loud magnetars are 
highlighted with red dots, while radio pulsars and magnetars closest 
to the Galactic Centre30 are labelled by name. The green bar represents 
FRB 121102 and the uncertainty on the dispersion measure contribution of 
the host galaxy8. Green triangles are other fast radio bursts with measured 
rotation measure; here the dispersion measure is the upper limit of the 
contribution from the host galaxy.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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statistical significance and indicate that the rotation measure can vary by 
at least 10% on half-year timescales (Table 1 and Extended Data Fig. 5).

The Faraday rotation must come almost exclusively from 
within the host galaxy; the expected Milky Way contribution17 is  
−25 ±  80 rad m−2, while estimated intergalactic medium  contributions18 
are lower than about 102 rad m−2. In the source  reference frame, 
RMsrc =  RMobs (1 +  z)2 =  + 1.46 ×  105 rad m−2 and + 1.33 ×  105 rad m−2 
for the Arecibo and GBT data, respectively, where z is the redshift. 
Without a correspondingly large change in the dispersion measure, 

the observed variations in rotation measure indicate that the Faraday 
rotation comes from a compact region with a high magnetic field. 
Furthermore, that region must be close to FRB 121102 because it is 
very unlikely that an unrelated small structure with the required high 
magnetic field is coincidentally in the line of sight.

We can fit all 16 Arecibo bursts with a single polarization angle 
= ±∞

! !PA 58 1global  (referenced to infinite frequency; measured anti-
clockwise from North to East) and a single RMglobal per observation 
day (Table 1). However, we cannot rule out small changes in the 

Table 1 | Properties of Arecibo (1–16) and GBT (GBT-1 and GBT-2) bursts
Burst Modified Julian date Width (ms) S (Jy) F (Jy ms) RMobs (rad m−2) PA∞ (°) RMglobal (rad m−2) ∞PAglobal  (°)

1 57,747.1295649013 0.80 0.9 0.7 + 102,741 ±  9 49 ±  2
2 57,747.1371866766 0.85 0.3 0.2 + 102,732 ±  34 55 ±  9
3 57,747.1462710273 0.22 0.8 0.2 + 102,689 ±  18 64 ±  5
4 57,747.1515739398 0.55 0.2 0.09 – –
5 57,747.1544674919 0.76 0.2 0.1 – – + 102,708 ±  4
6 57,747.1602892954 0.03 1.8 0.05 + 102,739 ±  35 49 ±  9
7 57,747.1603436945 0.31 0.6 0.2 + 102,663 ±  33 71 ±  9
8 57,747.1658277033 1.36 0.4 0.5 + 102,668 ±  18 67 ±  4
9 57,747.1663749941 1.92 0.2 0.3 – – 58 ±  1
10 57,747.1759674338 0.98 0.2 0.2 – –
11 57,748.1256436428 0.95 0.1 0.1 – –
12 57,748.1535244366 0.42 0.4 0.2 + 102,508 ±  35 63 ±  10
13 57,748.1552149312 0.78 0.8 0.6 + 102,522 ±  17 59 ±  4 + 102,521 ±  4
14 57,748.1576076618 0.15 1.2 0.2 + 102,489 ±  18 67 ±  5
15 57,748.1756968287 0.54 0.4 0.4 + 102,492 ±  37 64 ±  10
16 57,772.1290302972 0.74 0.8 0.6 + 103,020 ±  12 64 ±  3 + 103,039 ±  4
GBT-1 57,991.5801286366 0.59 0.4 0.2 + 93,526 ±  72 73 ±  8

+ 93,573 ±  24 68 ±  2GBT-2 57,991.5833032369 0.27 0.9 0.2 + 93,533 ±  42 71 ±  4
Modified Julian dates are referenced to infinite frequency at the Solar System barycentre; their uncertainties are of the order of the burst widths. Widths have uncertainties of about 10 µ s. Peak flux 
densities S and fluences F have about 20% fractional uncertainties. Rotation measures are not corrected for redshift, and polarization angles are referenced to infinite frequency. Bursts with no 
 individual rotation measure entry (–) were too weak to reliably fit on their own. The last two columns refer to a global fit of all bursts. All errors are 1σ; see Methods for observational details.
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Figure 1 | Polarization angles, pulse profile and spectrum of four 
bursts. The grey horizontal lines indicate the average polarization angle of 
each burst. The red and blue lines indicate linear and circular polarization 
profiles, respectively, while the black line is the total intensity. a, b, The 

Arecibo bursts are plotted with time and frequency resolutions of 10.24 µ s 
and 1.56 MHz, respectively. c, d, The GBT bursts are plotted with time and 
frequency resolutions of 10.24 µ s and 5.86 MHz, respectively.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

Michilli et al. 2017 Luo et al. 2020

Michilli et al. 2017



FRB observational properties
• Excess dispersion measure (DM)  

• Redshifts:  
• From DM: z << 1 to z > 3; 
• Measured: 0.1-0.7

DM of FRB

Cordes +, 2016, ApJ

DM contributions: 

Milky Way

Host Galaxy

Near-source 
plasma

IGM
Earth

Zhang, 2018, ApJL, 867, L21

Li et al. 2020, MNRAS, 496, L28
Macquart et al. 2020, Nature, 581, 391



FRB observational properties
• Luminosity and energetics 

• Isotropic peak luminosity: !  
• Isotropic energy: !  
• These numbers are smaller by a factor of !  if FRBs are 

beamed; the total number of bursts may increase by the same 
factor (if isotropic). 

• Brightness temperature (imaginary temperature if radiation is from a 
blackbody)

1038 − 1046 erg/s
1035 − 1043 erg

fb ≡ ΔΩ/4π

Radiation mechanism must be Coherent!



FRB observational properties 
(global)

• High Galactic latitudes (extragalactic), isotropic but non-Euclidean 
(cosmological) 

• High observed event rate: !  (larger by a factor of 
!  if FRBs are beamed) 

• Large event rate density: !  (larger by a 
factor of !  if FRBs are beamed) 

• Energy/luminosity function: 
• Power law: !  
• More complicated functions: 

• Cutoff at the high end? 
• New component in the low end? 

• Redshift distribution: not known 
• Tracking star formation rate? 
• Tracking compact object merger? 
• No evolution model disfavored

∼ (103 − 104) day−1 all sky
f −1
b = 4π /ΔΩ

f −1
b = 4π /ΔΩ

dN/dE ∝ E−α, α ∼ 1.8

FRBs

GRBs

Luo et al. 2020

Luo et al. 2018, 2020;  
Lu & Piro 2019 
Lu et al. 2020

Luo et al. 2020
D. Li et al. 2021

R. C. Zhang et al. 2021 
James et al. 2021



Relatives of FRBs

FRBs

GRBs radio pulsars



Lessons from GRBs
• Many GRB models 

(>110) reinvented for 
FRBs (>50). 

• Relativistic outflow; 
internal vs. external 
shocks 

• Some ideas (not 
observationally 
confirmed) on coherent 
radio emission 
• Synchrotron masers

Metzger et al. 2019

Meszaros 2001

Lyubarsky, Waxman, Beloborodov,  
Metzger, Sironi … 

Metzger talk, Sironi talk



from outer  
magnetosphere?

from polar cap?

Lessons from radio pulsars

Inner gap vs. outer gap



FRB models

Coherent radiation 
mechanism models Source models

Inside 
magnetosphere 

(pulsar-like)

magnetarsantenna

Components of FRB Models

Outside 
magnetosphere  

(GRB-like)
Repeating 

models
non-repeating 

models

Other models: 
pulsars, interaction 

models…

vacuum 
maser

plasma 
maser CBCs, blitzars, BH 

evaporation…

plasma 
maser

vacuum 
maser
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Coherent radiation 
mechanism models

Inside 
magnetosphere 

(pulsar-like)

antenna

Coherent Radiation Mechanisms

Outside 
magnetosphere  

(GRB-like)

vacuum 
maser

plasma 
maser

plasma 
maser

vacuum 
maser

Pulsar-like: from Lu et al. 2020

GRB-like: from Metzger et al. 2019
Talks by Lu, Kumar, Metzger & Sironi



Pulsar-like models GRB-like models

Beaming angle • Likely narrow • Likely wide

Radio efficiency • Relatively high • Relatively low

High energy 
counterparts

• Moderately bright X-ray / gamma-
ray emission

• bright X-ray / gamma-ray / 
optical emission 

Polarization 
properties

• High (up to 100%) linear 
polarization degree


• Non-varying (straight field lines, 
slow rotation) or diverse swings of 
polarization angles (inner 
magnetosphere)

• No polarization (low-B version)

• High (up to 100%) linear 

polarization degree & constant 
polarization angle (high-B 
version)



Polarization properties as a clue: 
Polarization angle swings
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statistical significance and indicate that the rotation measure can vary by 
at least 10% on half-year timescales (Table 1 and Extended Data Fig. 5).

The Faraday rotation must come almost exclusively from 
within the host galaxy; the expected Milky Way contribution17 is  
−25 ±  80 rad m−2, while estimated intergalactic medium  contributions18 
are lower than about 102 rad m−2. In the source  reference frame, 
RMsrc =  RMobs (1 +  z)2 =  + 1.46 ×  105 rad m−2 and + 1.33 ×  105 rad m−2 
for the Arecibo and GBT data, respectively, where z is the redshift. 
Without a correspondingly large change in the dispersion measure, 

the observed variations in rotation measure indicate that the Faraday 
rotation comes from a compact region with a high magnetic field. 
Furthermore, that region must be close to FRB 121102 because it is 
very unlikely that an unrelated small structure with the required high 
magnetic field is coincidentally in the line of sight.

We can fit all 16 Arecibo bursts with a single polarization angle 
= ±∞

! !PA 58 1global  (referenced to infinite frequency; measured anti-
clockwise from North to East) and a single RMglobal per observation 
day (Table 1). However, we cannot rule out small changes in the 

Table 1 | Properties of Arecibo (1–16) and GBT (GBT-1 and GBT-2) bursts
Burst Modified Julian date Width (ms) S (Jy) F (Jy ms) RMobs (rad m−2) PA∞ (°) RMglobal (rad m−2) ∞PAglobal  (°)

1 57,747.1295649013 0.80 0.9 0.7 + 102,741 ±  9 49 ±  2
2 57,747.1371866766 0.85 0.3 0.2 + 102,732 ±  34 55 ±  9
3 57,747.1462710273 0.22 0.8 0.2 + 102,689 ±  18 64 ±  5
4 57,747.1515739398 0.55 0.2 0.09 – –
5 57,747.1544674919 0.76 0.2 0.1 – – + 102,708 ±  4
6 57,747.1602892954 0.03 1.8 0.05 + 102,739 ±  35 49 ±  9
7 57,747.1603436945 0.31 0.6 0.2 + 102,663 ±  33 71 ±  9
8 57,747.1658277033 1.36 0.4 0.5 + 102,668 ±  18 67 ±  4
9 57,747.1663749941 1.92 0.2 0.3 – – 58 ±  1
10 57,747.1759674338 0.98 0.2 0.2 – –
11 57,748.1256436428 0.95 0.1 0.1 – –
12 57,748.1535244366 0.42 0.4 0.2 + 102,508 ±  35 63 ±  10
13 57,748.1552149312 0.78 0.8 0.6 + 102,522 ±  17 59 ±  4 + 102,521 ±  4
14 57,748.1576076618 0.15 1.2 0.2 + 102,489 ±  18 67 ±  5
15 57,748.1756968287 0.54 0.4 0.4 + 102,492 ±  37 64 ±  10
16 57,772.1290302972 0.74 0.8 0.6 + 103,020 ±  12 64 ±  3 + 103,039 ±  4
GBT-1 57,991.5801286366 0.59 0.4 0.2 + 93,526 ±  72 73 ±  8

+ 93,573 ±  24 68 ±  2GBT-2 57,991.5833032369 0.27 0.9 0.2 + 93,533 ±  42 71 ±  4
Modified Julian dates are referenced to infinite frequency at the Solar System barycentre; their uncertainties are of the order of the burst widths. Widths have uncertainties of about 10 µ s. Peak flux 
densities S and fluences F have about 20% fractional uncertainties. Rotation measures are not corrected for redshift, and polarization angles are referenced to infinite frequency. Bursts with no 
 individual rotation measure entry (–) were too weak to reliably fit on their own. The last two columns refer to a global fit of all bursts. All errors are 1σ; see Methods for observational details.
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Figure 1 | Polarization angles, pulse profile and spectrum of four 
bursts. The grey horizontal lines indicate the average polarization angle of 
each burst. The red and blue lines indicate linear and circular polarization 
profiles, respectively, while the black line is the total intensity. a, b, The 

Arecibo bursts are plotted with time and frequency resolutions of 10.24 µ s 
and 1.56 MHz, respectively. c, d, The GBT bursts are plotted with time and 
frequency resolutions of 10.24 µ s and 5.86 MHz, respectively.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

FRB 121102 
Michilli et al. 2017

ASKAP FRBs 
Day et al. 2020

A cosmic comb model of FRBs 3

Figure 1. A cartoon picture of a cosmic comb. An FRB is pro-
duced in the sheath region, which sweeps the line of sight during a
short period of time defined by Eq.(7).

a quiescent level with a steady flux. Williams & Berger
(2016) discovered that the source re-brightened to the
level of the original detection flux more than 300 days
later, suggesting that the radio source is an AGN rather
than the afterglow of the FRB. Long term monitor-
ing of the source (Johnston et al. 2017) suggested that
the source is usually not in the high state. A Monte
Carlo simulation suggests that the random probability
of having the FRB to occur almost during the peak flux
time of the AGN activity is very low, i.e. 10−3

− 10−4

(Li & Zhang 2016). Instead of attributing the AGN flare
to an independent event from the FRB, we interpret FRB
150418 as emission from a combed pulsar by the AGN
flare1. A prediction is that FRB 150418 may repeat dur-
ing another bright flare from the same AGN. However,
not all flares may trigger additional FRBs from the same
pulsar. This is because at the close distance (< 0.1 pc)
from the super-massive black hole, the pulsar must be
undergoing orbital motion, so that there are occasions
when the geometry does not work for the cosmic comb
signal to be detectable from Earth. Within this picture,
the galaxy at z = 0.492 is indeed associated with FRB
150418, as is supported by the measured DM of the FRB
(Keane et al. 2016).
FRB 131104: DeLaunay et al. (2016) discovered a

sub-threshold, putative GRB that coincides with FRB
131104 both in spatial position and in time. A radio
afterglow was not detected (Shannon & Ravi 2016), but
the non-detection is consistent with the afterglow model
if the ambient density is low (as expected from the NS-
NS or NS-BH merger models) or the shock microphysics
parameters are low (Murase et al. 2016b; Gao & Zhang
2017; Dai et al. 2016b). The possible mechanisms to pro-
duce an FRB associated with a GRB include collapse
of a supra-massive millisecond magnetar to a black hole
(Zhang 2014), which requires that the FRB appears near
the end of an extended X-ray plateau; or a pre-merger
electromagnetic processes (Zhang 2016a,b; Wang et al.
2016), which requires that the FRB leads the burst. The
latter scenario may be argued to marginally match the
data (Dai et al. 2016b; Gao & Zhang 2017). However,

1 Other mechanisms to connect an FRB with an AGN have been
also suggested in the literature (e.g. Romero et al. 2016; Zhang
2017).

there might be γ-ray emission already 7 seconds before
the FRB according to the data. Furthermore, the Swift
BAT was not pointing toward the source direction before
−7 seconds with respect to the FRB (DeLaunay et al.
2016). So it is likely that the FRB occurred during the
process of a long-duration GRB. If so, known models
are difficult to interpret the FRB. In the cosmic comb
model, one requires that a pulsar is located at a distance
r > γ2c(7 s) ∼ 2 × 1016 cmγ2

2.5 away from the central
engine in the direction of the jet (or at a closer distance
if the line of sight is mis-aligned from the pulsar-engine
direction). Considering a possible star forming region for
a long GRB or a possible globular cluster for a NS-NS
or NS-BH merger event, the chance probability to have
a foreground pulsar from the GRB may not be small.
The repeater (FRB 121102): The repeater is lo-

cated in a star-forming dwarf galaxy at z = 0.193
(Tendulkar et al. 2017). The source is associated with
a radio source (Marcote et al. 2017), which is offset
from the center of the galaxy (Tendulkar et al. 2017).
A plausible scenario might be that the source of the
FRB, likely a rapidly spinning magnetar, is at the cen-
ter of the radio source and pumping energy to power a
nebula (e.g. Yang et al. 2016; Murase et al. 2016a; Piro
2016; Metzger et al. 2017). However, this model pre-
dicts an observable evolution of DM over the year time
scale (Piro 2016; Metzger et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017),
which is marginally inconsistent with the non-detection
of DM evolution of the repeating FRBs. Within the cos-
mic comb scenario proposed in this paper, the repeat-
ing bursts may originate from a foreground pulsar being
episodically combed by an unsteady flow from a young
supernova remnant. If the condition (1) is marginally
satisfied, the pulsar may relax to its normal magne-
tospheric configuration after a particular combing, but
may be combed again and again when clumps with a
higher ram pressure reach the pulsar magnetosphere re-
gion repeatedly. The pulsar is therefore observed to
emit FRBs repeatedly. For a remnant with a finite
width ∆ and speed v, the repeating phase may last for
∆/v = 107 s∆16v

−1
9 . Since the repeater has been ob-

served to repeat in a multi-year time scale, the remnant
may be continuously energized by a central engine, likely
a rapidly rotating neutron star. Since the FRB source is
a foreground pulsar from the central source, the DM evo-
lution could be much weaker depending on the geometry,
consistent with the data. There is no direct observational
evidence of ram pressure variation within a supernova
remnant. However, for a nebular powered by continuous
energy injection from a central engine (which is not the
source of FRBs in the cosmic comb model), variation of
ram pressure of the stream is expected. For a marginally
satisfied comb condition envisaged here, a variation of
ram pressure by a factor of a few would suffice to make
a repeating FRB source as observed.
Other FRBs: No counterparts have been claimed for

other FRBs. Within the cosmic comb model, the ram
pressure of the plasma stream essentially depends on the
energy flux of the stream source. For example, a flare
from a companion star (similar to a corona mass ejection
event of the Sun) may provide a comparable ram pressure
to a pulsar as the blastwave of a more distant GRB or
supernova. As a result, one does not necessarily expect



FRB 180301 
Luo et al. 2020, Nature, 586, 693; also K. J. Lee's talk

Diverse polarization angle swings: A magnetospheric origin! 

Detected with FAST



FRB 121102 
Li et al. 2020, submitted; also D. Li’s talk 

Challenges to GRB-like models: 
* Very high repetition rate 
* Short waiting time 
* ~47-day burst energetics is at least 1% of a magnetar’s magnetic energy



One plausible magnetospheric mechanism: 
Coherent radiation by bunches

Katz, Kumar & Lu, Yang & Zhang …

• Mechanism invoked in early pulsar theories 
(Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) 

• Criticized:  
• Melrose: bunch formation and 

maintenance?  
• Lyubarsky et al: Plasma effect 

• Pulsar radio data consistent with model 

• Revived for FRBs: 
• Kumar et al. (2017): Requirement of !  
• Yang & Zhang (2018): 3D coherent 

bunches 
• Kumar & Bosnjak (2020): Alfven-wave 

induced ! , see also Chen et al. (2020) 
• Lu, Kumar & Zhang (2020): Unified 

magnetar model for all FRBs 
• Yang et al. (2020): Charge separation, 

bunch maintenance, plasma effect 
removed, narrow spectrum 

E∥

E∥

Yang et al. 2020, ApJL, 901, L13

Kumar & Bosnjak (2020)



Time-frequency down-drifting
Wang et al., 2019, ApJL, 876, L15

• Radius-to-frequency 
mapping 

• Difficult to “re-calibrate” 
in the shock models

Hessels et al; CHIME/FRB Collaboration



FRB models

Coherent radiation 
mechanism models Source models

Inside 
magnetosphere 

(pulsar-like)

magnetarsantenna

Components of FRB Models

Outside 
magnetosphere  

(GRB-like)
Repeating 

models
non-repeating 

models

Other models: 
pulsars, interaction 

models…

vacuum 
maser

plasma 
maser CBCs, blitzars, BH 

evaporation…

plasma 
maser

vacuum 
maser



FRB 200428-SGR Association
CHIME/FRB Collaboration 2020; Bochenek et al. 2020; 
 Li+ 20; Mereghetti+ 20; Ridnaia+ 20; Tavani+ 20

At least some FRBs are 
produced by magnetars!



FRB 200428-SGR Association
How?

Lu, Kumar & Zhang, 2020, MNRAS, 498, 1397 

Lu talk & Kumar talk

Other ideas: 

Margalit et al. 2020 
(Metzger talk 
Sironi talk) 

Dai (2020)



FRB-SGR burst non-associations
Lin et al. 2020, Nature, 587, 7832; also L. Lin’s talk

Twenty-Nine GBM bursts did not have associated 
radio emission: Stringent flux/fluence upper limits



FRB-SGR burst non-associations

Three possibilities: 

• Narrow beaming 

• Narrow spectrum, 
wrong frequency 

• Special SGR burst
Insight/HXMT 
Integral 
Konus/Wind 
AGILE 
Nicer

Lin et al. 2020, Nature, 587, 7832



Slow Radio Bursts (SRBs)
Zhang, 2021, ApJL, 907, L17

SRB



Slow Radio Bursts (SRBs)
Zhang, 2021, ApJL, 907, L17

Doppler factor & transformation:



Slow Radio Bursts (SRBs)
Zhang, 2021, ApJL, 907, L17

Closure relations:  
relationships among specific fluence, width &  
observing frequency between FRBs and SRBs

Power-law spectrum: Gaussian spectrum:



Slow Radio Bursts (SRBs)
Zhang, 2021, ApJL, 907, L17

Example bursts from SGR J1935+2154:
SRB of 

FRB 200428 
?

SRB of 
typical FRB 

?

FRB 200428
1.5 M 0.61 1.52

typical FRB
100 M 1 1.2

BSA/LPI burst
308 340 0.111 Yes 

(PL)
Yes 

(PL or 
Gaussian)

FAST weak 
burst  

(Zhang et al.)

0.06 1.97 1.25 Yes 
(Gaussian)

Yes 
(Gaussian)

Wb B1 
(Kirsten et al.)

112 0.427 1.324 No No

Wb B2 
(Kirsten et al.)

24 0.219 1.324 No No

Fν (Jy ms) w (ms) ν (GHz)



Slow Radio Bursts (SRBs)
Zhang, 2021, ApJL, 907, L17

SRB

less SRBs

more SRBs

None detection of abundant SRBs 
disfavor the beaming hypothesis



Open Questions
• Where is FRB emission generated 

(magnetosphere or shock)? What is the 
coherent mechanism? 

• Are there engines other than magnetars 
that power FRBs? If so, what could be 
the plausible sources? 

• Are there genuinely non-repeating FRBs? 
If so, what could be the plausible 
sources?



FRBs

Active repeaters
Regular repeaters 

(including apparent non-
repeaters)

Special magnetars Regular magnetars

NS-NS merger 
(short GRB) 
progenitor

Superluminous 
supernova 
progenitor

Long GRB 
progenitor

The Most Conservative Picture: 
A Unified Picture for FRBs  

within the Framework of Magnetar Engines

see also  
Lu, Kumar & Zhang (2020) 
Wenbin Lu’s talk



FRBs

Repeating FRBs Genuinely non-
repeating FRBs

Magnetars

Compact 
binary 

coalescence

NS-NS pre-
merger 

interactions

The Most Speculative Picture for FRBs 

Blitzars 
BH evaporation 

…

Black holes 
white dwarfs 

…



Are there genuinely non-repeating FRBs?
Ai, Gao & Zhang, 2021, ApJ, 906, L5

If there is an observed maximum repeater 
fraction, then likely there are!  
CHIME: !  Fr,obs ∼ 0.013 at t ∼ 400 d



Summary
• Coherent radio emission models 

• Location: magnetosphere vs. shocks 
• Coherent mechanism: bunched curvature radiation vs. plasma instabilities 

(long way to go) 
• Source models 

• Most conservative: magnetars do it all 
• Most speculative: repeaters and non-repeaters; multiple progenitors in both 

categories; GW connection 
• Prospects 

• Observations: 
• Galactic FRBs hold the key to identify sources 
• Searching for SRBs from magnetars may offer clue regarding beaming 
• Multi-messenger observations/data analyses hold the key to identify/

eliminate models 
• Theory: 

• Debate on coherent mechanism will continue (cf. pulsar field) 
• Magnetar physics: physics of other systems (with observational 

breakthroughs made in the future)


